
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Enhancing Automated Driving and Connectivity in Road Transport 

Leveraging on Mobile Telecommunication Infrastructures  
(Vehicell) 

 

 

The increasing demand for mobility across the western world has been 

associated with the emergence of innovative, cost-effective cooperative 

mobility and automated driving solutions improving energy efficiency, 

individual safety and the effectiveness of public and freight transport. 

However, standards based vehicular networking for Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) 

suffer from reliability, resilience to interference and stability problems, as well 

as they are only appropriate only for communication among parties that have 

similar equipment. On the other hand, Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) 

communications are associated with high infrastructure costs that make the 

cost/benefit calculation challenging, demanding significant investment 

overhead.  

In this respect, this project proposal advocates the exploitation of upcoming 

personal mobile communication standards as suitable mechanisms for 

delivering automotive applications, with a focus on the migration to ADAS and 

eventually to full AD. In particular, the main goal of the Vehicell project is to 

exploit emerging low latency (LTE-X2 interface) and 5G Device-to-Device (D2D) 

cellular technologies to deliver an integrated communication framework for 

providing driver assistance solutions in road transport, offering low latency, 

high reliability and minimum road infrastructure costs, whilst taking 

advantage of the real-time aggregation, intelligent processing and cognitive 

exploitation of Mobile Network Operator (MNO) infrastructures’ and network 

related data. 

The tangible outcomes of the Vehicell project are (1) a faster and more 

pervasive penetration of communication technology for ADAS applications, (2) 

novel base station solutions, (3) fast exploitation of 5G D2D interface and (4) 

the provision of novel proactive traffic, safety and emergency management 

solutions to drivers and pedestrians.   
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DAPF

-Vehicle coordinates, 
velocity, driving style, CO2 

emissions, fuel 
consumption

- RATs, RRSP, RSSI, cell-ids, 
BTS locations, latencies, etc.

Vehicular data 
(accelerometer, GPS, 

OBD2)

Data from Mobile 
Network Operators 

(MNOs) infrastructures

Context, profiles, 
policies

Future behavior

Vehicell Framework
New services, 

interfaces, modules 
using big road 
transport data

Pilot scenario 1: Collision 
avoidance and eco-

braking 

Pilot scenario 2: 
Automatic Route 

Guidance for Emergency 
Response Vehicles

Pilot scenario 3: Advanced 
assisted eco-driving

Actors

Drivers Tourists Businesses Public transport

DAPF

CDM


